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Abstract
Ion beam analysis of fluorine has applications in research on teeth and bones, materials
science, geochemistry and archaeometry. A novel PIGE (Particle Induced Gamma-ray
Emission) standard free methodology for fluorine content determination for in-depth
heterogeneous samples based on the excitation function of the 19F(p,p’)19F nuclear reaction
is presented. New precise cross section measurements of this reaction in the proton energy
range 2.1 to 4.1 MeV have been performed. In addition, the ERYA-Profiling code, a
computer program specially developed for PIGE analysis of in-depth heterogeneous samples,
employed this new excitation function in a case study where different fluorine simulated
depth profiles probed the capability of insight into fluorine distributions in a given sample,
showing the potential of PIGE analysis.

Introduction
Fluorine is the most electronegative, reactive chemical element, and is also one of the most
abundant in Earth’s crust. Due to its chemical reactivity, it rarely occurs naturally in its
elemental state; fluorine occurs in ionic forms (fluorides), or combined with other elements
in minerals like fluorspar, fluorapatite, and cryolite.
Fluorine is highly toxic, but nonetheless it is widely used and forms an essential part of
everyday life. Among other things, fluorides are used in the plastics industry (e.g.,
fluoropolymers and fluorine resins), and as additives to toothpaste and in LED bulbs to turn
the cold LED light into a warm white. Fluorine compounds are also added to many
pharmaceuticals to increase their effectiveness.
Over the years, the detection and characterization of fluorides, hydrogen fluoride, and
fluorine has focused mainly on environmental and biological samples to understand and
control the benefits and the potential toxicity that has been associated with fluorine uptake
[1]. The standard detection method to analyze trace levels of fluorine in these samples are
primarily the potentiometric (ion selective electrode, ISE) and gas chromatographic (GC)
methods [2,3]. There are, nonetheless, other analytical tools available, such as inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) and
molecular absorption spectrometry (MAS) [4].
In the last years, the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) has encouraged the
development of PIGE (Particle Induced Gamma-ray Emission) as a standard technique in the
quantification of elements lighter than sulfur [5]. PIGE, an IBA (Ion Beam Analysis)
technique based on gamma-producing nuclear reactions, is particularly effective for fluorine
detection and quantification in the outer few m [6-13] due to the high sensitivity (below
approx. 1 ppm) derived from high cross section values of the relevant nuclear reaction.
Similar to PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission), another ion-beam based analytical
technique which already benefits from a wide use worldwide, PIGE demands small samples,
does not destroy them, and provides multi-elemental information in a single spectrum.
Although complementary to PIXE in the sense that it covers light element analysis with the
same kind of experimental facilities, PIGE, for a while, did not follow the same steps as PIXE
towards a standard free technique based on the physical parameters which determine the
radiation yield. On one side, the negligible absorption of radiation by the sample allows for

PIGE the use of standards in a straightforward reasonable approximation; on the other side,
contrary to PIXE, nuclear reaction excitation functions are rarely smooth, displaying narrow
and large resonances, which hindered the motivation to develop software for concentration
calculations based on the cross sections.
In the last years, we have shown that, if cross sections are available in numerical values at
energy steps close enough to define in detail the resonances, trivial integration leads to
elemental concentrations for bulk samples [14-17]. Thus, these advances have allowed for
the development of standard free PIGE methodology. The ERYA (Emitted Radiation Yield
Analysis) code [15] was specifically developed to integrate the relevant nuclear reaction
cross sections along the depth of homogeneous samples.
Resonances make PIGE a suitable technique for profiling fluorine in the outer few m. In a
review paper, Coote [18] presented a comprehensive list of depth profiling results using the
PIGE technique for the surface analysis of inorganic materials (geochemistry, meteoritic
material and man-made materials such as alloys) and organic materials (bone, teeth and fish
scales). These studies relied on isolated strong and narrow resonances from the 19F(p,p’)19F
and
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F(p,)16O nuclear reactions and they were selected according to the required yield,

depth capability and depth resolution at the surface. These studies were limited to proton
energies not higher than 1.5 MeV because above this value, resonances are much broader.
This considerably limits the depth probed by PIGE. However, this limitation can be overcome
by considering the whole excitation function which, in turn, requires a complete
mathematical treatment and a computer code that implements it. Our group, continuing its
work on ERYA, developed new a computer code, named ERYA-Profiling [19], that allows
a full PIGE analysis of in-depth heterogeneous samples from resonance scanning profiling
of the sample with an isolate resonance or more than one resonance, also including the direct
component, as the contribution from the whole excitation function is calculated.
Additionally, a non-homogeneous depth distribution of a given element may be inferred from
the measured yield, taking advantage of broad features of the excitation function, as will be
shown later.
Examples of pratical situations which benefit from this solution are: the study of fluorinated
high-performance coatings, the investigation of layered structures in paintings and other
pieces of art, the diffusion of fluorine into the teeth from surface applied treatments and the

uptake of fluorine from archeological bones. For such situations, where penetrating high
energy beams may be required, insight into fluorine distribution in a given sample may be
inferred from comparison between the calculated yield and corresponding measured gammaray yield at one or two different proton energies.
Naturally, a reliable output from ERYA-Profiling requires an accurate knowledge of nuclear
reactions cross sections. For fluorine, the inelastic scattering reaction
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F(p,p’)19F is

particularly relevant due to its high cross section values and to the fact that the main produced
gamma-rays, 110 and 197 keV, are near the efficiency maximum of most gamma-ray
detectors. From literature we conclude that the available experimental results are scarce, and
results of different authors show large discrepancies up to a factor of two [20], especially
above 2.5 MeV, which is an energy region of high interest. Although at a proton energy of
2.4 MeV a sensitivity of around 1 ppm may be reached [21], extending to higher energies up
to around 4 MeV represents an upgrade as lower sensitivities may be obtained. Also, the
sample may be probed at higher depths which may be relevant for in-depth heterogeneous
samples.
To understand these discrepancies, a necessary step to give PIGE the role of a precise and
reliable analytical technique, we present in this work results of new measurements of the
gamma-producing cross sections of the 19F(p,p’)19F reaction for 1-0 = 110 keV and 2-0 =
197 keV, in the proton energy range 2.1 to 4.1 MeV. Compared to the existent data these
measurements were done with a smaller energy step, allowing a better definition of the
resonances. These precise new cross section values were implemented into the ERYAProfiling to infer PIGE sensitivity to different simulated fluorine depth profiles.

PIGE methodology
Qualitatively, PIGE is based on the bombardment of solid samples by ions (typically protons
with energies up to 4 MeV) which interact with sample nuclei, leading to a nuclear reaction
with emission of gamma photons.
The gamma yield dY(𝐸, 𝜃) emitted by an isotope i, resulting from the interaction of Np protons
with energy E with a thin layer with areal density Nidx of the given isotope species is:
𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝑌(𝐸, 𝜃) = 4𝜋𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )𝑁𝑝 𝑑Ω 𝑁𝑖 𝑑𝑥

(1)

where Ni is the number of isotopes per volume unit, dx is the thin layer thickness, εabs(Eγ) is
the absolute efficiency of the detector for γ rays with energy Eγ, and 𝑑𝜎⁄𝑑Ω is the differential

cross section for emission of a γ ray at angle θ with respect to the incident ion direction. For
a thick sample, the beam with initial energy E0 will steadily loose energy as it penetrates
through the sample. The total gamma ray yield then becomes, assuming a constant mass
fraction throughout the depth of the sample
𝑌(𝐸0 , 𝜃) = 4𝜋𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )𝑁𝑝 𝑓𝑚 𝑓𝑖
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where Sm(E) is the mass stopping power at energy E; fm is the relevant element mass fraction;
fi, and A are the isotopic abundance and the atomic mass of the relevant element, respectively,
and Nav is the Avogadro number. The factor Ni/ = fm fi Nav A-1, where  is the mass density
of the sample, transforms the atomic density into mass fraction also changing the linear
stopping power to mass stopping power.
If the assumption of in-depth homogeneous samples is not valid, the gamma-ray yield,
considering that the mass fraction may vary with depth, modifies to:
𝑌(𝐸0 , 𝜃) = 4𝜋𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )𝑁𝑝 𝑓𝑖
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(3)

If additionally, one considers that at a given depth, protons have an energy distribution 𝐹𝐸̅ (𝐸)

with the mean proton energy equal to 𝐸̅ , the equation above turns into:
𝑌(𝐸0 , 𝜃) = 4𝜋𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )𝑁𝑝 𝑓𝑖
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(4)

Hence, Eq. (4) calculates the gamma-ray yields for samples with mass fraction varying with
depth and takes into consideration the beam energy spread and the energy straggling within
the sample.
So, to quantify the amount of fluorine from eq. (4), one requires the detector efficiency which
depends on the energy of gamma-ray lines, the number of incident protons, i.e., the beam
collected charge, the stopping powers corresponding to the main composition of the sample
and finally the 19F(p,p’1-0)19F (Eγ = 110 keV) or the 19F(p,p’2-0)19F (Eγ = 197 keV) cross
section values. To use eq. (4) the proton energy distribution along the depth of the sample
must be included.

ERYA-Bulk [22], a recent version of ERYA, calculates gamma-ray yields for in-depth
homogeneous samples from eq. (2), neglecting beam energy spread and energy straggling,
since the effect of these on the bulk yield are negligible [23].
The ERYA-Profiling program, taking advantage of some functionalities and capabilities of
ERYA-Bulk was developed for the analysis of in-depth heterogeneous samples from eq. (4),
including a full treatment for straggling by using different energy distribution functions
adequate to the amount of energy loss.

Experimental Procedure
The experimental work was carried out at the 3 MV Tandem accelerator of the Ion Beam
Laboratory at CTN (Sacavém, Portugal) [24]. The proton beam, produced by a
Duoplasmatron source is, after acceleration, deflected at a 90º analyzing magnet and a 25º
switching magnet, passing through several focusing and steering electromagnetic devices
before entering the target chamber. This configuration assured an energy resolution of 1 keV,
measured by the 991 keV resonance of 27Al(p,)28Si reaction (Eγ = 1779 keV,  = 0.10 keV).
Beams with current intensities between 100 and 200 nA were used. The proton energy was
calibrated with the 1645.1 and 1930.7 keV resonances of the reaction 23Na(p,p')23Na and the
3470 keV resonance of the 16O(p,p)16O reaction.
At the entrance of the chamber, the beam passes through a collimator composed of a nickel
foil with an aperture of 1 cm diameter and 2 mm of thickness, a gold foil with 1 mm thickness
and an aperture of 2 mm and last a stainless-steal foil with the same dimensions as the gold
one. These foils are mounted onto PVC structure and are electrically insulated from the
chamber. To assure a good reproducibility of beam charge collection, the chamber is
insulated from the beam line and pumping system, to act together with the target holder and
beam stopper as one Faraday cage.
Gamma-ray detection was accomplished by a 45% relative efficiency HPGe detector having
a nominal resolution of 2.2 keV for the 1173 keV 60Co gamma-line, placed at an angle of
130º to the beam direction. The detector absolute efficiency was determined by means of
radioactive sources of

133

Ba and

152

Eu (with several energy lines between 81 keV and 1.5

MeV), calibrated in activity with an uncertainty of 5%, placed at the target position.

Besides the gamma-ray detector, a PIPS detector, placed at an angle of 160⁰ to the beam axis
was used in this experiment to collect backscattered particles from the target. With an
intrinsic efficiency of 100 % and a resolution of 15 keV for 5 MeV alpha particles, its solid
angle was determined with 2 % uncertainty by measuring with high accuracy the diameter of
the aperture placed in front of the detector and the distance between the target and the
detector.
The target was prepared by vacuum evaporating a thin sodium fluoride layer on a previously
evaporated silver self-supporting film.

Results
Cross Section Measurement
To avoid the uncertainties associated to the measurement of the absolute number of incident
protons (beam charge collection) and of the target thickness, it was measured simultaneously
the Rutherford backscattering yield of a heavy component of the target i.e., the Ag selfsupporting film.
For thin targets as the one used in this work, and at off resonance or on resonances that are
large when compared with the target energy thickness, the radiation yield, collected within a
small solid angle, is given directly by eq.(1), with dY(E,θ)  Y(E,θ), becoming:
𝑑𝜎

𝑌(𝐸, 𝜃) = 4𝜋𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )𝑁𝑝 𝑑Ω 𝑛𝐹

(5)

where nF is the number of fluorine nuclei in the target per surface unit, and the other quantities
have been defined previously.
The number of protons elastically scattered by silver at an angle , inside a small solid angle,
may be determined by:
𝐴𝑔

𝑌𝑝

𝑑𝜎 𝐴𝑔

= 𝜀𝑝 Ω𝑝 𝑁𝑝 (𝑑Ω)

𝑅𝑢𝑡ℎ

𝑛𝐴𝑔

(6)

where Np is the number of incident protons with energy E, nAg is the number of silver nuclei
in the target per surface unit, pandp are respectively the solid angle and the intrinsic
𝑑𝜎 𝐴𝑔

efficiency of the particle detector and (𝑑Ω)

𝑅𝑢𝑡ℎ

is the proton Rutherford backscattering

cross-section on silver, which can be calculated analytically.

From the two previous equations, the differential cross-sections for the 110 keV and 197 keV
gamma-rays were calculated using:
𝑑𝜎

=
𝑑Ω

𝑌(𝐸,𝜃)
𝐴𝑔

𝑌𝑝

𝑟

𝜀 𝑝 Ω𝑝

4𝜋 𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐸𝛾 )

𝑑𝜎 𝐴𝑔

(𝑑Ω)

(7)

𝑅𝑢𝑡ℎ

where r is a stoichiometric factor which represents the relation between the density of atoms
of silver and fluorine in the target (𝑟 = 𝑛𝐴𝑔 ⁄𝑛𝐹 ) and has been obtained by alpha particle RBS
(Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry) analysis of the sample: nF = 5.0×1017 at./cm2 and
nAg = 3.2×1017 at./cm2. The Ag Rutherford cross section was calculated neglecting the beam
energy loss at the sodium fluoride layer, which amounts to a 0.6% variation at 2.1 MeV beam
energy and 0.2% at 4.1 MeV.

The cross-section uncertainties are listed in table 1, where a separation between statistical
and systematic uncertainties is made.

Table 1. Uncertainty budget for the measurements
Statistical uncertainties
-ray peak area (statistics and area determination)

2%

Proton (Ag) peak area (statistics and area determination)

1%

Ruth. cross section (beam energy resolution = 1 keV)

< 0.1%

Overall relative uncertainty

2.3%

Systematic uncertainties
-ray detector efficiency

7%

Proton detector solid angle

2%

Ratio of F to Ag

3%

Overall absolute uncertainty

7.9%

To keep the systematic uncertainties under control, the target stability, the beam charge
collection, the detection system, and the background contributions to the gamma lines were
monitored throughout the whole measurement. The choice of materials for the entrance
collimator ensured that all detected 110 and 197 keV photons were coming from the target.
Measurements were repeated at several energy points to ensure that experimental conditions

were kept unchanged and to check target stability under proton bombardment. In the
described conditions, systematic uncertainties affect only the overall scale of cross section
values.

Fig. 1 shows a gamma spectrum obtained at 2464 keV proton energy, where the 110 keV and
197 keV lines are clearly separated from other gamma lines. The corresponding scattered
proton spectrum is presented in fig. 2, showing that the peak relative to Ag is also separated
from the other peaks, which are identified in the figure.
Excitation functions for the 19F(p,p’)19F reaction are presented in red in Fig. 3 for the 110
keV line and in fig. 4 for the 197 keV line. Numerical values are available in the IBANDL
database for PIGE [20].

Fig. 1 Gamma-ray spectrum obtained at
2464 keV proton energy clearly showing
the gamma-ray lines to be quantified.

Fig. 2 Scattered proton spectrum obtained
at 2464 keV proton energy showing the Ag
peak separated from the other peaks.

Comparison of our results with the ones available in IBANDL database for PIGE [5, 25-30]
are shown in fig. 3 for the 110 keV line and in fig. 4 for the 197 keV line. Despite the proton
energy deviation from 5 to 10 keV among different authors, off resonance or in broad
resonances, a quantitative comparison among authors may be done.
In relation to the 110 keV gamma-ray line, the results of the other authors are in fair
agreement below 2.8 MeV, but above this energy C. Boni [30] and W.A. Ranken [25] results

are around 50% higher than the other values. This work brings validation to the lower values,
agreeing with them within the experimental uncertainty.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the results concerning the cross sections of the reaction 19F(p,p’)19F
measured in this work with those measured by other authors [5, 25-30].

For the 197 keV gamma line, there is a larger scatter of values of previously published results.
In the first large resonance results of A.P. Jesus [29] and D.B. Perea [26] are in close
agreement, but lower by 30% in relation to values of I. Zamboni [28] and C. Boni [30]. In
the second and third resonances the discrepancy of the values of these authors relative to A.P.
Jesus [29] and D.B. Perea [26] increase, and values of M. Chiari [5] are still higher, reaching
a factor close to two, trend that is kept through the whole energy range. Above 3 MeV there
is a fair agreement between values obtained by A. Caccioli [27], W.A. Ranken [25] and D.B.
Perea [26], but results of C. Boni [30] and M. Chiari [5] are almost a factor of two larger than
those. Again, the values obtained in this work confirm the trend of lower cross sections, for
the whole energy range. For authors displaying lower values of the cross sections (previous
works and this work), the respective results are generally within the uncertainties in relation
to the average.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the results concerning the cross sections of the reaction 19F(p,p’)19F
measured in this work with those measured by other authors [5, 25-30].

Although the 110 keV line, originating at a j=1/2 level is expected to be isotropic, the same
does not apply to the 197 keV line coming from a j=5/2 level. However, all the measurements
were done at similar or equivalent angles, 130, 135 and 45, except for C. Boni [30] who
measured at 90.
Hence, for both gamma lines, the results obtained in this work give weight to a statistical
rejection of C. Boni [30] and M. Chiari [5] values for the 197 keV line and C. Boni [30] and
W.A. Ranken [25] (above 3.1 MeV) values for the 110 keV line.

Fluorine depth profiling with ERYA-Profiling

With the ERYA-Profiling database updated with the new
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F(p,p’)19F (E = 197 keV)

excitation function, an hypothetical case study, fluorine in silicon substrate, is presented to
illustrate PIGE depth resolution sensitivity when the whole excitation function is considered.

Technologically, fluorine in silicon has been studied to determine surface contaminants of
silicon wafers after procedures such as etching and polishing or to investigate implanted
silicon samples ([18] and references therein). Three different depth distributions with the
same total amount of fluorine, in a silicon thick sample, were defined considering in ERYAProfiling five layers, each with a fixed amount of fluorine and silicon (Table 2). In fig. 5 the
fluorine concentration per layer is represented as function of the proton energy, as a
conversion from depth in at./cm2 was made to proton energy, taking into consideration the
energy thickness of each layer and the energy loss of the beam along the sample. The
distributions are: a gaussian-like shape (red line), an exponential-like shape (blue line), and
a see-saw shape (green line). These distributions were chosen to simulate a gaussian
implanted profile (true for low fluence implantations), diffusion from the surface and a
layered structure, respectively. In fig. 5 a) the layers correspond to 2.71019 at./cm2 of Si per
layer, i.e., 5.5 m total thickness, and a total of 5.01018 at./cm2 of F. In fig. 5 b) the layers
correspond to 5.41018 at./cm2 of Si per layer, i.e., 1.1 m total thickness, and a total of
5.01017 at./cm2 of F (so chosen to be of the same magnitude relative to Si as in the previous
situation). Detailed information on F amounts per layer for the different distributions are
given in table 2. A fourth configuration is also shown in fig. 5 (yellow line), corresponding
to a in-depth homogeneous distribution of F (same total amount) in Si throughout the range
of protons in Si.
In fig. 5 the excitation function corresponding to the 197 keV gamma-ray line is also shown
allowing the perception that different parts of the 197 keV gamma-ray excitation function
contribute to the gamma yield coming from fluorine. As the gamma yield is mostly
proportional to the product of the cross section by the fluorine atomic concentration, a quick
inspection of fig. 5 a) is enough to understand that different yields will be obtained for the
different distributions. Gamma yield values correspondent to the three distributions were
calculated by ERYA-Profiling and displayed in table 2, confirming a clear distinction among
the distributions. Yields refer to 3350 keV proton energy, our detection efficiency (= 0.0181)
and 1.0 C of collected charge.
It is true that one distribution with one given fluorine total amount and another distribution
with a different fluorine total amount may lead to the same value of the gamma yield.
However, note that if the yields are the same at a given incident energy, they will differ at

another energy and also differ for the 110 keV gamma-line whose excitation function differs
from the one corresponding to the 197 keV line (see figures 3 and 4).

Fig 5. Different in-depth distributions, with the same total amount of fluorine in silicon:
gaussian-like shape (red line), exponential-like shape (blue line), and see-saw shape (green
line). The yellow line, corresponds to a in-depth homogeneous distribution of F in Si
throughout the range of 3350 keV protons in Si. The excitation function corresponding to the
197 keV gamma-ray line, coming from the inelastic scattering of protons by fluorine, is also
shown in both figures. In fig. 5 a) the layers correspond to 2.71019 at./cm2 of Si per layer, and
a total of 5.01018 at./cm2 of F. In fig. 5 b) the layers correspond to 5.41018 at./cm2 of Si per
layer, and a total of 5.01017 at./cm2 of F.

Analyzing situations with narrower and narrower distributions of fluorine lead to the situation
illustrated in fig. 5 b), where only a small part of the excitation function is responsible for the
gamma-ray yield. This translates into a lower capacity of distinction, which in this case, and
for 3350 keV proton energy, means yields that differ from each other by 10%, slightly higher
than the experimental uncertainty of measured yields. This gives a perspective of the depth
resolution (~1 m for Si) that may be reached at this energy. However, moving to a lower
portion of the excitation function with closer resonances and a steeper gradient of cross
section per energy, this may be improved. Considering the proton incident energy of 2800
keV, one obtains for the Gaussian like, see-saw like, exponential like and homogeneous
configurations yields respectively equal to 5811, 7245, 9560 and 2545. Notice that now the
three first configurations differ by more than 25%.

Table 2. Layer amounts of F for three different in-depth distributions and correspondent
calculated gamma-ray yields for the 197 keV line, coming from the inelastic scattering of
protons by 19F. For each case, the distributions have the same total amount of fluorine in silicon
(thick sample). Si and F amounts are given in units of 1015 at./cm2. Layers are numbered 1 to
5 starting from the surface of the sample, which is bombarded by protons with an energy of
3350 keV. The yields are calculated by ERYA-Profiling for our detection system and 1C of
collected charge. For comparison, the gamma-ray yield, corresponding to the same amount of
fluorine with a homogeneous distribution throughout the range of 3350 keV protons in Si, is
also given.
Distributions
Gaussian-like
Sea-saw-like
Exponential
Homogeneous
Distributions
Gaussian-like
Sea-saw-like
Exponential
Homogeneous

Fig. 5 (a): in each layer 2.7104 of Si; total amount of F: 5103
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5

400
850
2500
850
1670
0
1670
0
3210
1160
415
149
Throughout the range of 3350 keV protons in Si

400
1660
66

Fig. 5 (b): in each layer 5.4103 of Si; total amount of F: 5102
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5

40
85
250
85
167
0
167
0
321
116
41.5
14.9
Throughout the range of 3350 keV protons in Si

40
166
6.6

Calculated
 yield
54844
113424
85004
36249
Calculated
 yield
9499
10487
11076
3625

Discussion
What are the implications of the excitation functions and their uncertainties and discrepancies
for fluorine bulk and profiling analysis? An overall deviation factor in the cross sections
translates (see eq. 2 and 4) directly in the same deviation of the corresponding calculated
yield or mass fraction of the element. Also, the combined uncertainty of cross section values,
of the absolute value of the collected carge, of the detector efficiency and of the stopping
powers leads to an uncertainty of the determined mass fractions which may be larger than
20%, considering the quoted uncertainites of a given excitation function.
However, this may be improved if calibrations are performed (as it is also done for standardless PIXE). For each light element to be analysed, the gamma-ray yield of a pellet made of
pure inorganic compound containing the element or of a standard reference sample must be
measured and compared with the corresponding calculated yield. The ratio of the
experimental and calculated yield will then be used as an external calibration factor (or
correction factor) in future analysis of that element, provided the same experimental
conditions (e.g. ion beam, detector type and detector geometry) are used and also the same
excitation function for the calculations. In order to confirm the stability of experimental

conditions (mainly of the charge measurement), one might use a lithium or boron standard
sample (the cross sections related to 7Li(p,p’)7Li and 10B(p,)10B reactions are smooth) and
measure its yield before each analytical running time. An uncertainty around 5% which is
the uncertainty of stopping power values is then attainable.
Notice that, compared to the true excitation function, one given experimental excitation
function may exhibit deviations that are not constant within the whole energy range. We have
seen it in the comparison shown before (fig. 3 and 4). This implies that a calibration factor
measured at a given energy may not be valid at another energy. Also, it is evident from the
hypothetical case that absolute uncertainties will directly affect the values of fluorine
amounts, and the relative uncertainties (portions of the excitation function versus another)
will influence the distributions.
Hence, it is important to rely on a detailed and precise excitation function measurement (such
as ours) where in relative terms (one energy range versus another) conditions were assured
to keep constant any quantities leading to systhematic uncertainties.
Conclusions
The excitation functions of 19F(p,p’)19F reaction for 1-0 = 110 keV and 2-0 = 197 keV, in
the proton energy range 2.1 to 4.1 MeV were obtained in this work, with a careful
experimental procedure to assure low absolute (in terms of the cross section values scale)
and relative (among different points and portions of the excitation function) uncertainties.
This experiment also brought in comparison to previous existing data a more detailed
knowledge and resonance definition.
The capacity gained with an application (ERYA-Profiling) to deal with in-depth
heterogeneous samples employing the whole excitation function was presented. Insight into
fluorine distributions down to a depth resolution below 1 m was demonstrated. This allows
to handle specific problems where high energy beams to go deeper into the sample are
required.
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